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No. 1

1. Let us be charitable. Are you not athe Midianites into the hands of Gideon, while gainst Israel. God brought him forth out of I
■ he commanded an army of thirty-two thou Egypt; he shall eat up the nations his ene-; ble to give much, give then a little, and this
sand, but they must be reduced to three hun- mies, r id snail break their bones, and pierce little sum may be expended in purchasing a
'
JAMES K. REMICH.
c- 23> 1821L WALKìL Comditwijs—50 per annum, if paid in the ’ dred men, and these without any weapons of them through with his arrows.”
c<ipy of the Scriptures, and this may be
course of the year. And no papers discontinued until ; war, must be led against the mighty host
5. To display his own glory. The hand widely circulated and read by thousands,
“ lest Israel vaunt themselves against me, say of God L
all arrearages are paid.
_________
T___ d when
..Lie. there
-____ is
atid thus be the means of converting many
is tie most
manifested
is and
ing, mine own hand hath saved me.”
the greatest disparity between the means and i sinners and comforting many saints. Qr the
_____i____ i
rrff .. ______
_ _.
_ ____ _ j small sum vnu mt117 mvts Vncivr
ImzI zsi.f- in c
2. To check the propensity of men, to
T’ng the MaiU
— as
---■ effect produced. The cross, not the sword, small sum you may give may be laid out in a
e indebted f0 ¿a!eS*ithli
cribe their success to external means. . 'They is the appointed instrument to conquer the little tract, and this little messenger of mercy
Oth of Jaima P0!taR W Urom the Minutes of the Baptist Comention hold- are^ much inclined to sacrifice unto their net, world. When God with the foolish things of may be read by hundreds, and who can tell
January
en at Winthrop, Me. June 23, 1824.
| and to burn incensC unt0 thejr drag> because
"s are now lef
.i
i
i
world confounds the wise, when with the but what this silent visiter may make the
^wry next win h'use
' p
Why does God employ feeble means to j by them their portion is fat, and their meat weak things of the world he confounds the drunkard sober, the lewd chaste, the profane
M produce
*<>le collector.
ndiice gre^t
PTpat effects ?
:> plenteous. The besiegers of Jericho might mighty, and when with things that are not, he pious, the licentious regular, and the stupid
It is objected that the employment of means j have honored the god of forces, if they had brings, to nought things that are, no flesh can sinner a lively saint. Thus it may be the
24.
J D. TUCK^.
implies a defect either in power or wisdom ; j■ sprung mines of their own sinking, and had glory in his presence, but those who glory, instrument of planting new stars in the Re
and that it is derogatory to the perfections of ji blown into fragments her proud and massy must glory in the Lord. The rich treasure deemer’s crown, and of swelling the notes of
Jehovah to suppose that he is reduced to the j bulwarks. But when they saw the mighty of the Gospel is put into earthern vessels, eternal praise.
Auction.
2. Give good counsel. A word, to be
i
necessity
of going round about ways, and of walls of that citydaid flat by the blast, of thé that the excellency of the power may be of
«nse from the n„ r
Mw of Willt’/cX®’’ making use of many perplexed contrivances feeblest trumpet, they must give glory to the God and not of man. God assured Paul that sure, is light breath, a feeble mean of doing
to accomplish his designs. It is true that God of heaven. Had God selected the first his infirmities must be continued, that his good. But one word may produce an athe fifteenth day of Un?1 God wants not the help of means. For with- preachers of the gospel from among the most thorn in the flesh must not be removed : For mount of good, beyond the human powers of
™ afternoon./to.
H
’
■ . r.
t" the right? t- i? ’W out them he created the world. It was e- distinguished orators of Greece and Rome, saith be, u my strength is made perfect in calculation. Hence, says Solomon, a word
fitly spoken, how good is it! It is like apples
nough for him to say : Let there be light and infidels might object and say, that their suc weakness.”
of gold in pictures of silver. A good word
there was light. He spake, and it was done, cess stood in the wisdom and eloquence of
This purpose of God to accomplish great
l5, SHU{re jMhe commanded, and it stood fast. But though j men, the young converts too might not have
and a fit time for speaking it are like two
some
lay the iwentvJ'lG'od is thus omnipotent, yet he has seen good j been able to see the glory of the Spirit things by small means may teach us
beautiful objects, like golden apples, quarter
reasons to employ instruments in the govern-1 through the splendor of these mortal instru- ^toportant lessons,
ed in silver pictures. A word of instruction
ment both of the natural and moral world. I ments. But to confound the wisdom of the
B All have encouragement to do some- may direct the inquirer into the path of life $
ovey, situ^.e in Sowhfe i He often accomplishes great designs by very wise he chose the foolish things
of the world,
thingsof
world. thin". If no charities were to avail, hut the a persuasive word may save the sinner from
feeble and unpromising means.
’ He called the first Ministers of grace not from bberin conations of the wealthy, it no ser- the error of his ways ; a word of comfort
! the schools of
norftom7he fert J
were t0 be blessed but "those of the may console the afflicted ; and the poor mail
Abraham, though unused to war, with a- '
of
renowned
rabbies
;
but
he
called
them
from
g
reatest
men 5 if n0 efforts were to succeed by his seasonl|)le counsel may deliver the
r I bout three hundred servants conquered five
the
field,
the
workshop
and
the
fishing
boat,
but
^
ose
of the mighty, Tthen the greatest city.
mighty monarchs upon the plains of Sodom, i
3. Let us give ourselves to prayer. Pray
The fugitive servant of Jethro and the cap- ’ and they had nothing to do but to leave their Por{M of mankind would have no motive for
tive Aaron, were the agents in effecting the [ boats and tackling and to begin to proclaim i action‘ But as God 1S wont t0 execute great ing breath is but a feeble mean, but ptill God
1 FOX, MINK & OTW
deliverance of Israel from the house of bond- ? the words of life as the Spirit gave them utter- ' designs bX the weakest agents, hence all, and has often owned it frith distinguished encour
nich a fair price will be age. Moses lifts up his shepherd’s staff to J ance. These men Christ sent forth without; especially the feeble, have great inducements agement in carrying on his work of redemp
GREENOUGH &X
the heavens, and plagues descend upon all ’ arms, without wealth, without commissions to^ constant exertion. The poor widow s two tion. The prayers of Moses often removed
24
have done more good perhaps than the the plagues of Egypt, the prayers of Elijah
the dominions of Egypt. He waves it over ’ from the supreme tribunals of church or State.;
the waters, and they divide and form a dry I These unlettered men wherever they went, ! besl°wed millions of the rich ; and the la- procured rain from heaven, and the prayers
Hooks.
¿path for the people of God, and he sways it preached the gospel, how that God so loved the ! bors of the unlearned Apostles. Have you of the church liberated Peter from prisons
again, the sea closes and overwhelms their world that he gave his only begotten Son to hothmg to bestow on the disciples of Christ Prayer moves the hand that controls the
enemies. With it he smites the rock in Ho- die for sinners, that JeSus Christ had come bu!-a cnP °f C°M water ; are you deprived of sceptre and all the treasures of heaven. Let
> G. Moody, j reb,
and the stream gushes out to give drink down to this lost world, and had been put to abdlty to move, yet if you htive a heart to us then pray often and fervently to the Lord
death according
to the Scriptures, and that weep ana sigh for the cause of
your of the harvest, and who can tell but One pray
accos
d and offers for sale, w to the thirsty camp. W’hen met by the ar death
1 had
’ ’ been
’
• - - from rthe dead and as' tears shall be bottled, your sighs snail be re- er of ours may be owned in the conversion
raised
mies of Amalek, Moses raises his rod in pray he
lack, for 1825.
- er and Israel prevails. The Israelites look cended into heaven to plead for all his peo , corded, and all turn to some great account in of another Brainerd, another Swartz, another
Carey, to be sent forth to visit another xspot
upon the the brazen serpent, and they are at ple at the right hand of God. Before these advancing your Redeemer’s interest.
2. This subject should chastise our expec in the dark places of cruelty, to kindle anoth
once healed of the bite of the fiery flying men, altars, gods, and temples, and alj thé
-••serpefits. At the sound of rams-hunis the pride of the Roman world, melted away, tation of success, when we employ powerful er gospel fire, and to raise another race of
Harmony,
BridgwateriWaiis
of Jerico were shook down and its In- while they were followed by miHkm? of means. The race is not to the swift nor the converts to help fill the kingdom of heaven*
èiohection
. of Music.
habitants taken captive. God sent an army Saints, shouting the high praises of the Re battle to the mighty. Ahithophel gave the able and to heighten the song of redeeming lote.
■ ... r ;r' --1 ' . rir-irr-\--n-a-.-iT— ---------TL-r
of hornets to drive out the two kings of the deemer. It would have been the height of counsel of an experienced general, but it was
overthrown
by
the
impolitic
advice
of
Hushai.
SWIMMING.
•lAmorites, who had fled to the fortresses and folly and impiety in the human agents in this
Several of the morning papers having an-^
work to claim the praise of the glorious tri . Sisera expected to trample in the dust the fee¡mountains
of
Palestine.
Gideon
with
only
ic Auction,
1
. band of Deborah; but yet this
, female war- nounfced in the shape of an advertisement
three hundred men holding lamps and earth umph. As well might the sculptor worship - ble
Public Auction on Saturday th
the
chisel
with
which
he
shapes
his
marble
'rior,
mth
a
handful
of
men,
broke
in pieces that a young man of eighteen yeats of age,
uary next at the house of ern pitchers, routed an army of two hundred into a human statue, or the painter adore the his mne hundred chariots of iron and discom- was on yesterday morning to swim across the
thousand,
who
were
encamped
in
the
valley
mises.
brush with which he lays his colors.
! ^ted all his countless host of veteran troops. North River from Powle’s Hook to Castle
d situated in Lyman epntaini^ like countless grasshoppers. A mere handful
3. To encourage Christians to put their How fearful the odds betweenlhe well arm Garden, it begun to be whispered about in
ed, and is on the road leadiifof Jews destroyed one hundred thousand of
trust in God. How often has God blasted . ed
champion of the Philistines, and town that it was a hoax, and nothing more
n ?ad Lyman to Med, Benhadad’s troops. A
A mere sound proved
g^od
w\7iii*Sthe destruction of the Assyrian hosts,» A little the best concerted measures of human policy, tbe beardless shepherd of Israel, and who would be heard of it. But this did hot turn
while he has crowned wonderful success would have ^predicted that David was to gam out to be a Lion fight, for at the appointed
d sale at the time and plrfruekof salt purified all the polluted waters,
Yict9ry '
rr,
x
A
, hour the young man started with an acquaifiand cured all the barren land of Jericho. The those plans which to mortal eyes appeared
to be schemes of folly. The Catholics deJbe famous
Tennant once took much tance to keep him company. He accom»
SAMUEL B. LOW. mantle of Elijah made the waters of Jordan
P^pare a sermon to convince a cel- plished the feat in about an hour and a half,
j
¡skip hither and thither. Shamgar with an ox signed to crush the heretic, by a mighty fleet Pai"s
which they proudly styled the Invincible Ar- ' eb™ted lnfide : But m^attempting to deliver notwithstanding the tide carried him consid
goad slew six hundred men. Sampson desStTd'^lCd Ull ‘troyed a thousand with a jaw-bone. David mada. But the poor protestants trembled this labored discourse Mr. Tenpant was so erably down the river. On approaching Cas
_____ ____________ ¡killed Goliah with a sling and pebble. Our and fell on their knees to make their prayers confused that he was obliged to stop and close tle Garden he received an American flag
to the God of heaven. “ The Lord blew his the ser\lce b^ P1’9^ J1 hls unexpected tail while in the water, and waved it several times
t (pialitv for sale by blessed Saviour with clay gave sight to the
breath and the sea covered the enemy ; they , ure in the man, who had so often astonished with each hand, as a number of spectators
GREEN OUGH & Co. blind, and with a touch of his finger gave hearsank as lead in the mighty waters.” $> jhe unbeliever with the force of eloquence, from the boats and Garden shouted to him.,
ing and speech to the deaf and dumb. With
teach Saints that Sampson’s great strength ^ed bmi
redect that Mr. Tennant had been He then received a bottle of grog and quaf
___ __ ______ ___ —five loaves and two fishes he fed five thousand
laid in God, and not in his hair, he was ena- at other times aided by a divine power. Phis fed a portion of the contents to his compan
A WW toen beside women and children. With a
bled, even when blind and shorn of his seven reflection proved the means of his conversion, ions in the flag boat* During all these op
f_________________ word he raised the dead and stilled the raging
locks, to overturn the temple of Dagon. God Thus God accomphshed by silence what his erations he was swimming about in the water*
F PAPER.
of the seas. By a few feeble ambassadors em- i
enabled David with unarmed hands to tear in i servant meant to effect by persuasive speak A few minutes afterwards he landed on the
.ciety of Literary »ployed in sounding the gospel trumpet he will
pieces the bear and the lion, to embolden tog. Hence Mr. Tennant used, afterwards, wharf of the Castle and exhibited to the spec
Subscrintions received destroy all the delusions of Mahomet, al the
him, though furnished with only sling and ; *^ay, ? his dumb sermon was the most profit- tators a frame which might rival the Farnese
1
abominations of pagan and papal idolatry
Hercules for sinew, muscle, and figure* He
’
challenge of Goliah. | able ™n that he ever delivered. ’
and convert this world into a lively emblem stone to accept the c
When the children of Israel went up against ’
£o means derive all their efficiency is said to be only about 18 years of age.
_—of the paradise of God. These are few inJfat, Adv*
the Canaanites, while the ark of the covenant from the immediate power of God, then we
..
stances out of many that might be adduced in
abode in the camp, they were chased back i ^ay account for the variety of success attendy liodWCll.
proof that there is no restraint to the Lord to
DUEL EXTRAORDINARY
with disgrace and slaughter. But when they | tog their employment.
Die, same means
HAVE FOR SALE save by few or by many. But why he should marched at the command of God, and
A duel was fought at Jeffersonville* Indi
produce very different efects/Pont,dlff^
y of old Sable an^ S^take this course forms an interesting inquiry.
ana, on the 21st of April, between a Ken
ployed the weapons he prescribed, no sons of individuals, though emp oyed y
e
/, which for CASH wilk’God may take this method,
tuckian and a Frenchman, at which were
Anak,
no
confederacy
of
kings,
no
munitions
i
P
ersan
f
be
same
mirac
es
o,
us
w
ic
1. To stain human glory. Had the chilof rocks, could stand before them.
convinced some hardened others, and the present, as spectators, a croxbd ofpeople, ! they
ALSO—
dren of Israel effected their deliverance from
4. To intimidate his enemies. When it ( same sermons, which converted some, exas- fought at 7 1-2 paces distance, arid both were
irge assortment of Gilt
house of bondage by their superior
was
known in Canaan, how that God with ! perated others. Peter preaches upon the slightly wounded ; the parties are said to be
which they will sdU1 ^strength, their own arm would have received
the rod of Moses had inflicted terrible plagues ! crucjfixton of Christ, and three thousand of residents of Lexington* Ky0
the honors of victory, and not the Lord of
on the Egyptians, and with it had overthrown ‘ h‘s h^rs are converted, but Stephen takes
Sabbaoth.
But to prevent their boasting,1
REMARKABLE FACT.
| the subject, and all his hearers are intoxicathe h t ts of Pharaoh in the red sea, sorrow j
«
----- ——^”*7^ tbey were not permitted to strike a single
The Baltimore Morning Chronicle men
1 with
* ’ madness,
’---- . Paul preaches in Corinth
took
hold
on
the
inhabitants
of
Palestine,
the
I
ted
CUblow. They must stand still, and be humble dukes of Edom were amazed, the mighty ’ and Macedonia, and wins, many converts j tions that the wife of Mr. Davis, who resides
spectators, while Jehovah uttered his voice
at Athens and near that city* has had, by two husbands,
r safe at WEE“ ' before his numerous camp, and led on his men of Moab trembled, all the inhabitant^
e Anguilla and Tuifctroops of frogs, flies and lice to lay the proud ’| of the land melted away.. This subject Ba- i most al} reJect hls message- He, ■? gratefully twenty-nine children in thirty years—her youngs
est is but 7 months old. Such breeders as
v
b
kingdom of Egypt low in the dust. Had : [ laam well understood. IHe knew that all the received in one city, and stoned in another.
Mrs. Davis are rare in any country. Ireland
!
The
Jews
had
nothing
to
give
the
Apostle,
r
they, after their entrance into the promised i | powers of king Balak, and ten thousand more j
I but hatred and stripes ; but the Gallatians cannot produce her equal.
d and Pollock Fish,
¿land, driven out the natives with the point of. . of equal force and malignity, could not vann 8 quintal Hhds. pu F their own sword, they might have said, by ; quish the people of God. He well knew, ■ loved him so well, that they were ready to
Take a common thin wine glass or a pan of glass,
i pluck out and give him their eyes. But Paul
ing.
the strength of my hand have I done it, and jI that that Jehovah, who had sometimes defendand hold it under water (in a pail) with one
!
was
the
same
and
his
preaching
the
same
in
;
CorD’
by my wisdom, for I am prudent, and my i j ed them with troops of Angels, and sometimes
and plunge the other hand likewise in the
j all these different places. Sometimes the ar- hand,
!
Coffee*
hand hath found, as a nest, the riches of the I I’with armies of insects ; and who was then ! rows of God’s word rebound from the heart pail
with a pair of scissors, when you may easily'
people, and there was none that moved the |; guiding them with his cloudy pillar to their j às if they struck a wall of adamant, at others cut
the glass in almost any manner : both the
1
glass and ecissors must be entirely immersed.
]] of wh^'Vtog, or opened the mouth or peeped. But 1i promised rest, was feeding them on their way
other arpdes’j Jme for goriest they should thus vaunt themselves, God J with manna from heaven, and with drink they quickly enter, and the king’s enemies I
s, and on hbera
Would not allow them any share in the con- [from the flinty rock, could protect and sup are slain by the power of truth.
BEER.—The pod of green peas, after being
Let us then, ray friends, take courage and dried,
(
quest. Saith he, “ I sent the hornet before ’i ply them in any emergency* Hence he told
are said to be an excellent ingredient in
those humble means which have of-hsmall or table beer, affording spirit and an agreea
you which
drove them
out,—UU>lr
but not
his0 “ master OU1V1J
surely there
no vuvHUiiuiuvi».
enchantment employ
W U LVJLI ULUVC
mciu Uill,
HUb with
iui'l/lb thy Ij 44*
IUVI V is 41W
{J ~ ~ J ---------sword nor thy bowd1 God would not deliver against Jacob, neither is there divination a-1 ten been abundantly blessed.
ble flavor,
*
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NEW» YORK, MAY 2L
J immediately extinguished.
The houses in the
Counterfeiting by wholesale.—It appear
BOAT RACE.
immediate vicinity of the Chapel were soon from a late Lexington, (Ken.) paper, that an
Thè rowing match between the Whitehall- enveloped in flames, and the roofs of others extensive manufactory of counterfeit bank
PHILADELPHIA, MAY 27 i
ers, and the Staten Island oarsmen was per at various points were every moment liable notes, had been recently discovered in a re
Extract of a letter from General Lafayette to a formed yesterday, according to appointment, to combustion. At this period the exertions mote and mountaneous part of that state about
gentleman of this city, dated Louisville May at 10 o’clock A. M. The Staten Island boat, of the different fire companies which had been 30 miles from Mount Sterling. They had
12.
which is called the Richmond, was built by incessant and well directed, did not cease, carried on business for some years, and were
“ In the night of the 8th and 9th inst. we John Baptist ; but was beat one hundred and though it was evident nothing effectual could informed against by a young man who had
ran foul of a snag, which lay concealed two twenty feet, (by measurement we are inform be done until the tower'should fall in, and the acted as their clerk in filling up, &c. They
feet under water, and so well inftladed our ed,) by the Whitehall boat, which was built flames of the Chapel could be confined within had a small papermill to go by water, and
steam boat, that it pierced through our upper by Messrs. De la Montagnie, and rowed by its own walls. Perhaps a grander scene had made about $6000 all of which were sd
deck, and sunk the boat in a tew minutes. four men, three of whom assisted in gaining could not be exhibited than was now present
well executed that most persons considered
We had time however, to come out of the the late prize, against Captain Harris’ Boat. ed, particularly from the view on North Wa
them^genuine, principally on the banks of
ladies cabin, before the Water had penetrated
“ The following are the weights of the win ter street; and hundreds of persons hurrying Tennessee, South Carolina, and New-Orlean^.;
through the partition, and all landed safely ning boat and men :—Boat, 163 lbs.; 4 men to the fire could not resist the temptation to
Two of the party were taken and three made
without any life being lost. * The Paragon, 172, 168, 162, 155 ; Coxswain, (bay) 106. pause at so imposing a spectacle. The entire
their escape.—N, Y. Eve, Post,
which was descending thé river in the morn Total 926 lbs.
steeple of the Chapel appeared in flames sup
ing, was good enough to take us on board
The time in which the race was performed, ported by nothing but the burning timbers
At Brooklyn, on Friday Evening, a foreign ■
and bring us up to this place. This accident we could not ascertain—it is variously given which were distinctly visible through the bla gentleman was robbed of about $7,000. He
is not imputable to any one ; the conduct of at from 24 1-2 to 26 minutes*
zing envelope, as if forming the ribs of an im kept with him a young man whose passage
the captain of the Mechanic was such as to
The Staten Island oarsmen lifted their oars mense fire balloon. From the windows of he had paid from Europe, and promised to
entitle him to the thanks which you will see 38 times in 62 seconds. The Whitehall men the body of the Chapel, volumes of flame
make his heir ; but anticipating his legacy, it,
in the St. Louis Gazette.
36 times ; of course the latter took the longer were issuing forth, the fury of which was in is ®aid the ingrate has Committed the robbery
You wrill find in another part of that strokes.”
creased by large quantities of cotton and and confessed the fact, but will not discover
newspaper, an error, which 1 wish much to be
Abóut 30,0Q0 people witnessed the race, whiskey stored in the cellars. To render the or give up the money.—JV. K. Com,
corrected. It is that I have only lost my car including those on the water, for the Bay was scene still more appalling, fires were Seen
riage and my hat : the latter was most obli literally covered with boats of every descrip bursting forth from the roofs of the other
More riches of the West I—Within a few
gingly replaced by a manufacturer of Louis tion. In a few minutes after the race the houses in several directions, and the genius of
days past a great quantity of ship plank has
ville. But amongst the lost trunks is that winning boat was borne upon the shoulders ruin seemed to revel unrestrained.
come down the Erie canal in rafts, from Roch
which contained all the papers which I had of the populace, and placed in Castle Garden,
In the midst of this, the reflection of the ester and other places on its way to Newpreserved during my journey-—all my letters upon three tables, in front of the stairway.
vivid light on the high bluffs of the cove, and York. Should the speculation prove favour*
to be answered—a great number off answers
It is impossible to ascertain the amount of its refraction upon the surface of the sheet of able, there are hardy oaks enough to supply
which I had prepared during twelve days bets, but we know they were heavy. The water below; the towering of the Baptist
the whole navy of the Union, that can be
navigation. Thig loss throws-all my corres purse was 2,000 dollars.
spire exhibited in bold relief on the surround floated down the same channel.-—Alb, Adv,
pondence into confusion—I have not saved a
At the moment of closing our account of ing atmosphere, and as in the struggles of
single memorandum—and as to every thing the Race, we were honored with three cheers human pride, borrowing its present brillian
The North Carolina, 74, which sailed for
anterior to the shipwreck, I must rely on the by the victors in front of the Gazette office, cy from the ruins of a rival, no matter how
the Mediterranean a short time since, has
indulgence of my friends.
who were bearing the Whitehall upon their inconsiderable that rival may have been—the mounted,
“ I expect to be on the 28th or 29th of this shoulders, with the coxswain on his scat, on blending of light and shade at various points,
34 long 42 pounders on her lower gun deck?
month at Pitsburgh, and arrive at Boston on their way to the Park Theatre, preceded by and the num of the busy citizens engaged in
34 long 32 do.
upper do.
the 16th of June, by the way of Albany. I a band of music. We understand-that Major checking the flames, like the far off' sound of 24cannonade 42 pounders}
, ,
hope to be at New-York, on the 4th of July, Howard is to realize 500 dollars from the the ocean—altogether formed a scene which
2 long
32 do.
j "Par deck‘
thence go to Washington, taking Philadelphia Managers for the use of the boat, anc that it would be impossible for pen or pencil to de
in my way, to take leave of several respected
the oarsmen are to have a benefit.
lineate, and in which it is equally impossible 94 mounted,
friends, and embark for France on the 15th
8 ports in her gangways for 8 42lb. cannonades.
A boat race for $1000 has been rowed at to tell whether a painful or pleasurable sen
of August.”
—Baltimore.
sation predominatecL
ELIZABETHTOWN, (N. J.) MAY 24.
The destruction of the steeple was attended 102
On Wednesday morning last, the coroner
Why call this vessel a seventy-four ?
with
the remarkable circumstance that it did
EIRE AT PROVIDENCE.
was called to view the body of Isaac W.
If our information be correct, the above
not appear to fall to the ground, but owing to
On Monday evening last, a few minutes
Voorse, a person supposed to be about thirty
the well guarded manner in which it was con ship will throw a much heavier broadside
five years of age, and said to be a native of past eleven, the cry of fire, the firstserious structed, seemed gradually to consume as it than most of the British three-deckers, and yet
Massachusets. Voorse had been a resident alarm of the kind we have had for several stood in its own flames; T his obstacle having she is called a two decker and a 74.
of this town about three weeks, and from months, aroused the inhabitants of this town,
It might gratify the curiosity of many, if
been removed, which while standing had re
the evidence exhibited it appeared that dur and summoned them to one of the most appal tarded the operations of the firemen within some one possessing the information would
ing the afternoon previous he had actually ling scenes of this description they have been its reach, the most unremitting exertions were furnish a correct statement of the exact num
swallowed a full quart of fourth proof spirits. called to witness since the destructivè fire of kept up by them and the citizens generally, ber and size of the guns carried by some of
He was assisted in getting to bed in the eve 1801. The fire originated on the west side of and the wind partially changing, and at the the British line of battle ships, from a 74 to a
ning, and in the morning found in bed a life Union street, in th® rear of the Universalist same time lulling considerably, the progress 120; also the rule for rating ships.
less corpse ! The verdict of the jury was, Chapel, and it is difficult to determine wheth
Richmond Whig,
of the devastation was arrested ata point, be
that he u came to his death by intoxication.” er it was first communicated from the cabinet yond which had it gone, in all probability it
work shop occupied by Capt. Rhodes G. Al
NGRRID&EVOCS, ME. STAY 24»
most have extended its ravages to the river.
NEW L’INDON. MAY 20.
len, or a small building adjoining. The fire
SHOCKING SEICIDE.
Day dawned upon the exertions of our ex
It will be recollected that in January last, Was not discovered Until it had made consid
A man by the name of Wm. S. Lyscon^b, in
Adonijah Bailey was convicted of the murder erable progress, and when it commenced hausted citizens before the flames were effec the employ of Maj. Abram Wyman of Bloom
of W. ptJlock, who was found buried near there was a very strong breeze blowing direct tually subdued, and leaving a proper guard, field, put an end to his existence on Thurs
Bailey’s house, rifled of his watch and money* ly upon the Universalist Chapel on the oppo the multitude retired from the scene we trust day last by shooting himself through the head
Since that time, smtìe have supposed that site side of Union street, and taking within its suitably impressed with gratitude to an over with a pistol charged with shot. From the
Bailey’s wife was knowing to the murder range one of the most combustible and com ruling power who had stayed the hand of des circumstances connected with the horrible
and probably had possession of the money. pact sections of the town. The walls of the olation and smiled upon their efforts in avert deed it appears that he had deliberately form
To remove all suspicion against ber, I deem ii Chapel being of stone and of great height, ing 'he awful calamity which-had at first ed the plan of destroying his life. Having •
my duty to the innocent, to give publicity the and an unfinished brick building offering threatened the town.—Providence Journal,
obtained a pistol and ammunition he retired |
following facts, viz :
a barrier to the fire at the windward, it Was
to his chamber, followed by Maj. Wyman’s :
JOHN C. SYMMES.
On Thursday of last week, Bailey said to thought practicable at first to confine it to the
son, (a small boy) where he loaded it. His I
The
Hamilton
Advertiser
(published
in
Obis keeper that he bad some old letters and few buildings situated in the area where it
manner and actions appearing rather singular j
hiq,)
on
the
6th
inst.
says
that
their
fellow
papers nf no use to him, which he wished to commenced. For a short time there seemed
and terrifying to the boy, he immediately |
citizen,
Col.
John
C.
Symmes,
has
accepted
send to his wife, and warned the keeper to be some foundation for such a hope, and
went
below and informed his mother of what
the
offer
of
the
Emperor
of
Russia,
made
to come into the gaol, and seal them up for the north and west walls of the Chapel ap
had
transpired.
Although no suspicions were
through
Count
Romanzoff,
inviting
him
to
him, but the keeper replied that he might do peared completely enveloped in a sheet of
it himself. Consequently Bailey soon after fire before it was communicated to the wood-1 undertake a North Polar expedition, under entertained that an event of this kind was
gave the keeper a package of papers sealed work. But in a few moments the house of the patronage of that enlightened Monarch. contemplated by Lyscomb, fears were exci
up, to send io his wife. Mr. Tyler the Mrs. Rhodes, at the corner of Union and The Editor of the Hamilton Advertiser, re ted that all was not* right. Maj. Wyman be- '
keeper, as his duiy required, opened the .Westminster streets, having takep fire, the marks, “should this expedition prove suc ing absent and no other man in the house, a
bundle, and in an old letter was found a small brands were driven to the eaves of the Chap cessful, what reflections may be justly cast ■ girl living in the family, went up to Lyscomb’s
piece of paper on which was written in Bai el and from thence almost instantaneously to upon our government.” Whether our coun chamber. On opening the door she found ■
tryman Symmes, will be able to find those him on his knees engaged in prayer, with a
ley’s own hand, as follows, viz :
the belfrey of the lofty steeple, which being
«‘ Look in my bed room where 1 sleep at of very combustible materials, (and owing to Underground folks he has so enthusiastically bible open before him on the bed. Having
home, in a crack where the boards lap, near the long abscence of rain,) caught as if it had spokenjof in his several essays, time will de waited at the door till he had finished his
Morn, Chron,
prayer, she asked him what he was going to
the chimney, west side, you will find some been struck by lightning, and poured forth termine.
do, He replied, in substance, that he had
money, hook it up with a crooked wire. In volumes of fire from the four windows of the
a stone heap near the great peach tree, cor» belfrey, that ascended majestically to the top- MAJOR STEVENS IN PROVIDENCE. determined to accomplish what he then had
The Providence papers inform us that our in contemplation and all that she or any one
tier of the old shop dow n deep is some old iron, of the spire, clinging in its spiral folds and
else could say would not prevent him. She !
look in careful.”
waving the flickering points of the flame facetious little friend Stevens attracted a
With this information Mr. Tyler went im as if in search of the most accessible ascent, crowded house to witness his personation of then left the room, but before arriving at the
bottom of the stairs, she heard the report of &
mediately to Bailey’s house, and pursuing with an eagerness that almost made one fancy
the directions given by Bailey, as above reci it was a living thing rejoicing in the splendid Tom Thumb, The Journal of Thursday thus pistol, and immediately returned to the cham*
ber, when the bloody spectacle presented iU
ted, he found the money exactly as was there ruin it was creating. At this period the most notices the affairBost, Gaz,
self. He had laid himself on the bed and I
stated. He then went to the stone-heap in alarming fears were justly entertainéd for the
The little major attracted an immense house
search of the •* old iron19 and after taking a- safety of the whole western section of the at the Theatre last night. Receipts at least in that position discharged the contents of \
way the stones in manner as directed, instead town, south and east of the point where the $300. This is multum in parvo to some pur the pistol into his right ear, and instantly ex
pired. We understand he was to have been
of “ old iron" be found the watch which Pol
fire commenced. The wind by the action of pose ; and may be considered a decisive evi married on the Sunday following.
lock owned at the time of his murder, and
the heat rather increased, and showers of dence that although the Major is little, yet
Lyscomb came to Maj. Wyman’s in Au- /
the same one which he had in his pocket the
flame and brands were driving from the burn there is more in his Thumb than in the whole gust last, and was a deserter from Tort Pre- P
Tuesday before his death, that being the las’
bodies
of
one
half
the
six
feet
actors.
ing tower in every direction. The tops of
ble.
------time he was seen by any one except Bailey,
Quackery its own reward—Died in Farm
until he was found dead. With the watcl the houses were extremely dry, and caught
YORK, (Pa.) may 17.
•Were also found sevei al papers, done up with very readily, and the utmost exertions of in
Was baptized in the Catholic Church of ington on the 21st inst. Mr. Solomon Hamlin.
dividuals stationed on the roofs, could hardly
them in a piece of brown paper.
this
borough, on Sunday last, by the Rev. The deceased was a pupil of the celebrated i
The notes, money and watch are now i prevent the conflagration from extending to Mr. Dwen, Camber Green, a coloured woman, Thompson, and being troubled with a cold,
the whole town. Most of the men being ab
administered to himself a decoction of lobelia, i
my possessionr
sent from houses that were considered out of in the 107th year of her age, in good health [poke-weed] and red pepper. The doses
ANDREW T. JUDSON, State attorney
and
sound
intellect.
danger, but which were assailed with inces
were repeated in such quantities as caused
Canterbury, May 15, 1825.
sant showers of fire, the females, with a pres*
his death. He had such entire confidence in i
Appointment by the President,—-Thomas M.
enee of mind that did them great crecKt, as
the prescriptions that he made his friends pro» I
SNOW.
Redney
of
Delaware,
to
be
Consular
Com

mise to continue them after he should become I
A letter received at Gyttesburg, dated Elk cended the scuttles with water, and by con
mercial Agent of the United States at Ha
unable to administer them to himself, and
land, (Lycpnning county, Penn.) May 4th. stantly wetting the roofs and extinguishing the
sparks as they lighted, contributed much to vana, in place of John Warner, deceased.
enjoined upon them not to call in any other |
states, that after frosts for several nights, the
wards preventing the calamity becoming gen
physician,
let the result be what it would.
snow fell that day for four hours, sufficiently
eral, and beyond the power of human exertion
The new American Cents appear with a
to cover the ground and trees.
Hallowell Gaz,
to chéck it. Flakes of fire were driven aerosi head of Liberty impressed on one side and
the river, and in one instance partially caught. raised on the other. Forced from one hemiOn Lafayette’s entrance into Cincinnati,
Mr. Secretary Clay has left Washington Several houses on Webosset street, and a store shere it becomes the more prominent in an
(Ohio,) he was received by an escortof Eadie® I;
on a visit to his family in Kentucky.
on long wharf were on fire several times, bui4 other.
on horseback*
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SATURDAY, JUNE 4, 1825.

IMPORTANT FROM CUBA.
We have been informed by a gentleman of
respectability, and on whose statement we
can rely, that a treaty has been concluded
between the Frenchand Spanish governments,
by which the Islands of Cuba and Porto Ri
co are to be occupied, like Cadiz, with the
troops of the former nation.
Of 16,000
French soldiers now in the West Indies, 8000
are to be drafted for Cuba, and 4000 for
Porto Rico ; and the garrisons now occupy
ing these places are to be disbanded and sent
to Spain, or to some other station. A Frenchman has been appointed to succeed General
Vives in the government of Cuba, which with,
Porto Rico, is to be held by the French, un$1 the alarm arising from revolutionary prin
ciples, and from the fear of invasion, has com
pletely subsided. Whether Great Britain
will permit this arrangement to be carried in
to effect, remains to be seen. She has from
17,000 to 18,000 troops in her West India
Islands, and a powerful naval force, equal at
least to that of France and Spain. It is
scarcely possible that so great a European
force can continue long on this station, with
out coming in contact with each other ; and
if the views of the different cabinets are not
in union, we may expect soon to he'ar of some
decided event arising out of the present un
certain state of affairs in this quarter of the
world.
N. F. Eve. Post.

BÙRMAH.
We learn that the natives of Pegu^ a prov
ince in Burmah, in their contest with their
English invaders, burn every part of the
country which they are compelled to abandon,
leaving behind them as they retreat noth
ing but the blasted monuments of desolation.
They thus compel their persecutors to draw
all their supplies from Madras and Bengal.
.This horrible mode of devastating a country
is a fact by no means novel in the records of
Indian warfare-—it was practised by Hyder
Ali in the war of the Mysore.

PROBABLE FATE OF THE WASP.
It is suggested by a correspondent of the
Baltimore Federal Gazette that the account
given by an Arab chief of the loss of an Eng
lish ship, and the total destruction of her
crew on the African coast, (as published in
the Commercial Advertiser on Tuesday of
last week,) is probably a detail of the fate of
the United Stàtes’ sloop of war, Wasp, and
her unfortunate crew. It will be recollected
that the Wasp was last seen off Maderia,
nearly in the latitude and longitude in which
the Spring Grove experienced those heavy
and adverse storms which drove her to des
truction.
N. F. Com. Mv.

A very unfortunate accident occurred in
this city yesterday. As the Mail Stage from
Baltimore was about to descend the Capito
Hill the horses took fright at something or
other, and the driver being unable to hole
them in, they dashed down the avenue^ but
were going ton rapidly to be turned into it.
They ran across towards Maryland Avenue,
where the Stage ran off the road, and was
smashed literally to atoms. There were, we
believe six passengers besides the driver,
most of whom were more or less injured, but
some of them severely. The driver, Mr. Bell,
a very worthy man, is supposed to have been
most hurt, having his arm, thigh, and leg or
ancle, shockingly fractured, besides other in
juries. Mr. Hathway, of Vermont, an entire
stranger here, had his arm broken, and was
otherwise hurt. Mr. B. O. Tyler, of this city,
(who had the bad luck to have got out at the
door of his own dwelling, but afterwards re
mounted to go down to his office,) was also
much injured. The Messenger who has arri
ved from Colombia, with the ratification by
that Government of the treaty with the United
ôtâtes, was also in the Stage, and slightly
hurt. It is hoped that none of the lives of the
hurt persons are in danger.—Nat. Intell»

Adv. it New-York, 37th, Rebecch, Granger, of
Saco, for Boston, to sail on the 31st.
Ar. at Eastport, 18th, sch. Harriet, Stiles, of Ports
mouth, from fishing, with the crew of sch. Forest,
Hilhard, of do. lost in Parker’s Cove, Annapolis Bayp
on the 10th, 5 weeks out, with 121 qtls. fish, about
30 qtls. of which, with part of the sails and riggings
were saved. Sch. Spring, Yeaton, of do. was lost, in
Sandy Cove, same time, sails and rigging saved ; also
sch. Planet, Trefetheri, of Kittery, in Trout Cove 5
cargo, sails and rigging, saved. No lives lost.

Carding Machine
"O ÈSPECTFÜLLY informs the

inhabitants of this
' and the neighbouring towns, that he has erect
ed an entire NEW CARDING MACHINE in the
building lately Occupied by Paul H. Hussey, and is
now ready to receive Wool for carding.
^Persons having Merino or Common Wool to
Card, may depend upon having it done in the best
manner, and as CHEAP as at any other place in the
county.
Kennebunk, June 3, 1825.

RAGS.

A.^7"ANTED Cotton and Linen or Cotton RAGS^
▼▼
for which the highest price will be given, in
EMIGRATION.
exchange for Books and Stationary, Paper Hangings*
Capt. Allen, who came passenger in the
The Montreal Courant says—We have Writing Paper, &c at
ship Potosi, from Cadiz, reports thè loss of been informed by a gentleman, who came L
.
1
J- K. REMICH’S Bookstore,

the ship Oscar, of Perth Amboy,
which he passenger in the Amethyst from London, that
Opposite the Meeting House».»..Kennebunk.
June 4.
was master. He states that he Left Lisbon on he heard from good authority in the British
the 7th March for the Brazils, witha cargo of capital, that arrangements were making to
salt; on the 9th, he found the ship-to make send 15,000 Irish Emigrants to Canada this
from 12 to 14 inches water per hour, and Summer.
ASH given for HEMLOCK and OAK BARIC
held a consultation with the officers and crew,
V.
bY ,
AARON GREEN.
NEW YORK, MAY 26.
who found it necessary to make the nearest
Kennebunk-Port, June 3,1825.
A young man, named Daniel Young, resi
port.
The
leak
increasing
verv
fast,
we
LATEST FROM THE PACIFIC.
ding in-the vicinity of Milford, Pa. was bit a
A gfeiitleman, who arrived here yesterday in the kept the pumps constantly gdbig, but found
few days since by a rattlesnake which he was
sch. Franklin, from Chagres ànd Lima, has furn-’ it impossible to free the ship. The same day,
training preparatory to carrying Jt to Phila Ì?OR May, is ready for delivery to subscribers at
ishedus with Guayaquil papers to March 19, and at 5 P. M, lat. 34, long. 10, descried a ship
J. K. Remich’s Bookstoré.
delphia. lie survived about 24 hours.
Lima government Gazettes to March 10th. We under Portuguese colours, which we stood
June 4.
JY.
F.
Gaz.
are also indebted to him for commercial and ship for and came up with. We requested to be
news from the Pacific, which we publish to day.
taken from the wreck, but they refused, alFour or five houses on Locust, above Elev
More than 5000 falls, of flour were in Lima,
as an excuse, their want of room. At
and no sales. The crop in Chili is very abundant, 8F. M. with much difficulty succeeded in enth street, Philadelphia, were struck with1
be So^ veiT cheap for cashj
and wheat had been contracted for deliverable in getting out the long boat, and all hands were lightning on Wednesday evening last, and aL
country produce or responsible credit, by
Valpariso at 6 rials per fenega.
compelled to leave the ship, which had up young girl knocked down and considerably
injured.
lbt
The following facts we have obtained from a perusal wards of eight feet water in the hold. In
....CONSISTING OFio.*
of the latest papers.
half an hour we saw her go down.
Accounts have been received in New-York Broad cloths, Cassimeres, ribbed and ptain?
We are informed that General Olaneta still holds
After being exposed to the wind and weath
Elegant Prints, do. Furnitures.
out in Upper Peru against the Patriots, although er for three days and four nights we effected stating that the forty-two pounder sent from
Plain, figured and coloured Cambricks.
that
city
to
the
Greeks,
had
arrived
at
its
des

a report was current in Lima for the time that he a landing upon the coast of Barbary, near
Silk striped Drill, for gentleman’s use.
tination.
had agreed to the capitulation.
Pabas, where we were received with mad
Black and green French Crapes,
The Supreme Court of Justice was installed at hospitality and kindness. At this place we
The Fajardo Affair. The Court of Inqui- Color’d pressed Crapes, Plain and cok’d SarsneUj
Lima on the 8th of Feb. Several officers who
were detained twenty three days by the Em
have deserved welt of the country, have been par
ry convened on this business, we understand, Black and colr’d Ribbons, Tastes,
peror of Morocco, at the expiration of which
ticularly noticed.
yesterday terminated their sittings, and hand Chords and Gymphs, Garnitures.
time we obtained permission to proceed to
; Gros de Naples, figr’d Robes, a new article.
The Peruvian Congress opened their session on
ed in to the Navy Department the result of
Gros de Naples fig’rd black Silk.
Gibraltar
by
the
way
of
Tangier.
On
our
the 10-h of Feb. and decreed that Bolivar should
their labors. The opinion will probably be
continue to hold the power and tide of Dictator arrival at Gibraltar we found no vessel | offidMly made known in a day or two. The Colr’d Levantines, Gauze Hdkfs.
until the* next session of Congress, which is fixed bound directly for the United States, and][examination and accompanying documents Black Cravats, Cahtbn and Nankin Crapes.
Black and colr’d Crape Shawk, Do. Mamies-.
were consequently obliged to embark Rom
by the Constitution in the year 1826.
At are told are very voluminous.
Black and white Millinett.
Two members of the Peruvian Congress had ar Cadiz. The kindness and attention receiv
Denmark and checked table Coths,
ed
from
the
American
Consul,
Capt.
rived at Guayaquil, on their way to Colombia,
We learn from the Maine Gazette, publish Imitation Brown Linen, for Bonnets.
Mallory, at Tangier, as also from Mt>s«rb.
charged with an important commission.
ed at Bath that the acting Secretary of the Scarlet and white Valencia Long Shawls^
Gen. Sanchez attacked a body of 800 royalists Henry and Burton, Consuls for the United Treasury, has informed Mr. Ames, the repu
Raw Silk Mantles, Spool Cotton.
at Cochabamba, on the 17th Jan. who were go States at Gibraltar and Cadiz, must ever be ted author of a pamphlet containing sundry
Ladies and children’s Kid Gloves.
ing to join Glaneta, and took many of them and remembered with the warmest feelings of
charges against Mr. Mark Langdon Hill, col Lafayette Hdkfs. Feather and Stick Fans.
their office^ prisoners. Preparations were mak gratitude ; and he begs leave thus publicly
lector of the port of Bath, that an investiga Gauze, white and Green Veils, Bonnet Wire*
ing to garrison Chuquisca and Potosi.
to offer them his warmest acknowledgments. tion of those charges has been ordered by the Muslin Frills, Inserting Trimmings,
The Congress voted a gift of a million of dol
«/V. K Advocate.
government, and that Judge Whitman, Judge Cotton Shawls, Nankins, Silk Buttons, Twist,
lars to Bolivar, which he <s twice refused.” The
Ware, and Mr. Burleigh are appointed to Cotton Floss, Denmark Satin, Fancy Silk Hdkfs.
Congress then requested him to take it under his
Scotch Settlers in North America.—On the
Mixed striped Nankin for childrens wear.
charge, and appropriate it to objects of benefi 15th April a public meeting was held at Glas make the examination.
Checked Ginghams.
cence. From a letter addressed by him to Con gow, for the purpose of supplying (in con
Striped and checked Gingham Robes,
gress on the 12th Feb. in which he accepts of the
The York Baptist Association, will be Cotton and Silk Flag Hdkfs. Pins, Tapes,
nexion with the Church of Scotland,) the
dictatorship again, he says that the interests of the
Scottish emigrants in British America with holden at the Meeting House of the 2d parish White worsted Hose, Parasols, Umbrellas,
state will call him to Upper Peru, and therefore
ministers, teachers and catechists.
The in Shapleigh, on Wednesday and Thursday
he shall delegate a part of the supreme power to a
Earl
Dalhousie
entered
the
room
at
two
o’
counçil of government, under Lamar as president.
next, the Sth and 9th of June.
Brown and Bleached Sheetings and Shirtings,
A column of troops, who came out of the castle clock, and having taken the chair, amidst
Striped
and checked Ginghams,
of Callao on the 16th Feb. were routed by the loud applauses, proceeded to address the
Yarns from No. 7 to 16, Knitting Cottons.
meeting.
The
society
was
then
organized,
Patriots, with a loss of 200 killed and many
of which his Lordship was chosen Patron,
wounded*
MARRIED—In York, Mr. John Fermalo
Gen. Lawza has returned from La Pàz to Ox- Mr. Finley, President, and M. S. Stewart, to Miss Rhoda Maria Bunker.
of an elegant assortment, among which are a few
JV*. F. Albion.
uro with 2200 men ; all the country having risen Vice President.

Bark Wanted

The Baptist

ilagazine.

New Goods,

Domestics.

lamentai.

Crockery and Glass Ware,

In Parsonsfield, by the Rev. John Buzzelb Mr. setts of blue printed Teas of a new style.
against him. The army collected under the com
CHINA SETTS,
George Lord to Miss Sarah Sweat.
mand of the Gen. in Chief, is moving from Puno
WESTERN EXPEDITION.
At Staten Island, N. Y. Dr. John S. Wester....A GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF»**.
to pass the Desaguadeso, where it was supposed a
A letter from an officer of the U. S. army, velt, to Miss Hannah E. Tompkins, daughter of
victory would be gained without a battle.
dated at the Council Bluffs, states that an ex th^ late Vice President of the U. S.
Bost. D. Adv.

Hard and Hollow Ware.

-*»©@e***NEW-YORK, MAY

30.

FROM CHMPEÂCHY.
The Tampico, at Baltimore on Saturday,
in 14 days from Campeacby, has brought
accounts, that thé expedition against Cuba
had been abandoned as a visionary scheme,
and it£ commander, Gen. St. Anna, sailed
from Alvarado 2 days before the Tampico
left, having been ordered to Mexico .by the
sovereign congress. The country was said
to be rn an unsettled sUte, and no security in
doing business—-American produce a mere
drug, and the produetions of the country very
high. A large force was constantly kept up
in the provinces of Yucatan—the regular
troops amounting to about nine thousand.
Gen. More was commander of the province.

pedition is now’ fitting out at that post, to as
cend the Missouri as far as the fails, near
2000 miles above the Council Bluffs. Five
hundred men, four companies of the first reg
iment, and six of the sixth regiment U. S. in
fantry, under the command of Gen. Atkinson,
provided with six months rations, were to
start about the first of May. The object
of the expedition is to make treaties with th
different tribes of Indians. Commissioners
to make them accompany the expedition.
Boston Courier»

Ship Splendid, at New York from Can
ton, has performed her voyage out from
Havre to Canton and back, without any ti
dings having been received from her. She is
one of the finest and most valuable merchant
ships out of New York, and has on board one
of the largest cargoes of teas ever received
The Columbian frigate Venezuela, Capt. there from Canton.
Navaio, arrived below on Saturday, in 30
days from Carthagena.
Passenger, Dr.
A British frigate was reported to be on
Francisco Lopez, bearer of a treaty of com shore to the windward of Matanzas, supposed
merce and an arrangement for the suppres to have been run on by a pilot, who is suspec
sion of the slave trade. The frigate came ted of being a pirate»
up yesterday and fired a salute, which was
answered by the fort at Governor’s Island.
The prize of $10,000 in the' last Baltimore
She is English built, carries 32 guris and 213 State Lottery, was drawn by Gurdon H. Bac
men.
N. F. Mer» Adv.
chus, Esq. of Richmond,

GROCERIES.

©tiitnarg.
DIED—In Berwick, the 23d instant, Win
Dennett, aged 27, of consumption.
In Saco, on the 26ih instant, Capt. James
Browti Thornton, aged 54 years.
In Lyman, May 23d, Dorcas, wife of Capt Josiah
Stuns, aged 50 years. She has left a husband and
six children to lament the loss cfa dutiful wife and an
affectionate mother. She had a long and lingering
sickness which at times deprived her of reason. In
those intervals however, when she possessed the natu
ral faculties of mind, she evinced a holy resignation
to the will of God, and often expressed to those who
visited her in the last stages of her disease, that she
was born to die, and felt perfectly reconciled to leave
this sublunary state for that, in which she hoped to
dwell with Christ—Communicated.
In this town, on Tuesday fest Mr. Stephen Lit
tlefield.
Y
In Wells, Miss Eliza EATONj aged 15 years.
bourne

WINES,

Holland and )
TXT
American $ MjfJLxx «
CIDER VINEGAR, Superior old Columbia
Whiskey.
Lemon Syrup, Sweet Oil, Sperm Oil.
Loaf, White7
A
and Brown 5
V/
Raisins, Figs, Cassia, Shagbarks, Cloves, Soap,
Tobacco, Rice, COTTON.
A few superior old CHEESE.

»»..LIKEWISE...,

SHIP KiEW'S

KENNEBUNK, JUNE

Young Hyson,
Old Hyson, f m^i M
Hyson Skin & C A
Souchong
J
Old Jamaica of a J
superior quality, [
w. 1. n. e. & f JK U JLTJL
Rectified
J
Cognac and American BMAMDY.
Sic> fiHn. Canary, T -«■■■•7—n—

4,

A NEW AND EI^GANT VARIETY OF
Paper Hangings,

BOOKS, STATIONARY, &c. at Boston pri<
ces.
Ar. at New-York, brig Rachel, Möodv, Mobile, 16
MEMORANDA.

days ; brig Delegate, Howell, from Wilmington, N.
C. ; Orient, Cole, of Saco, fr. N. Orleans and the
Balize.
Also, sch. Abigail, Mason, Saco, 5 days; sehr.
Volant, hence, via Newport,

June 3.

A good assortment of Justice Blanks
for Sale at this Office,

f!
IH

To Brick Makers.

New Goods
Ml* wi»» M, a

Farmers wfio mix ryfc with their wheat,
pour water into their cider, tie up swingling
ANTED to contract for making TWELVE
. tow with their flax, and practice twenty other
HUNDRED THOUSAND BRICKS, in
PRIZE ADDRESS^
frauds with their produce, when they find it
this town, For terms apply to
will not sell, lay the blame oa the merchant,
JT THE OLD BRICK STAND,
BY MR. THOMAS WELLS, OF BOSTON.
ROBERT ROGERS,
Agent of the Saco Manufacturing Co.
(Spoken by Mr. BarretY, at the opening of the The• for endeavouring to keep down the market;
AVE just received in addition to their former
atre at Albany, the 18th inst.]
44 J strange world this /” say tHey, with deep
Saco, May 19 1825.
stock, a variety of NEW GOODS, suited to
the present and approaching season.
WHEN Superstition captive Reason led,
groans, as they return home after having
And Taste proscribed, her bowery dwellings fled 5
....among which are....
been forced to sell their adulterated produce
Their sacred haunts exiled, the Aonian maids
A large assortment of Light and dark CALICOES»
at
half
price.
I
On hurrying wing forsook the peaceful shades : —
eiegant patterns.
HE Subscriber having taken charge of the poor,
The merchant who has jockeyed, shaved,
The crumbling column, and the tottering fane,
American Calicoes, Eiegant printed Muslins,
for the town of South Berwick for this year»
and bit his customers, until none, but those
Around of desolation marked rhe reign.
hereby forbids all persons harboring or trusting themPlain and figured Swiss and Mull do.
In owering pride, where stood the classic dome,
who are forced by their poverty will deal on his account.
Swiss Muslin Hdkfs.
GEORGE PLAISTED
The boast of ut, and once the Mases’ home,
Black and colr’d Nankin and Canton Crapes,
with him, when he perceives his honest neigh
South Berwick, May 14, 1825.
’Midst mouldering rnins wheeled the drowsy bat,
Crape Dresses ; Washington and Lafayette Hdkfs.
bor
taking
his
best
custom
from
him^
exclaims
And cloistered there the bird of darkness sat; ~
Black, white, pink and straw color’d pressed Crapes»
—
44
A
strange
world
this
The infatuate mind, the mystic sceptre swayed,
Crape Shawls, Merino Mantles ;
The haughty spark, .paying his addresses
Man groped in darkness, and the spell obeyed ?
Elegant GauZe Hdkfs.
Thus wrapped in gloom, expired the Attic light,
O be sold at public vendue by a licence from the
to a lady of prudence and sensibility, depend
Elegant Silk Hdkfs. with Satin borders.
An Priestcraft ruled sole monarch or the night.—
Probate Court for the County of York ,on Mon
Do. Plaid Silks, Sinchaws and twilled Silks ;
ing upon the wealth of his father,- and his own
day
the
sixth
day
of
June
next,
at
ten
o
’
clock
A,.
M.
At length, triumphant o’er his bigot foes,
Black tigr’d do. ; Plain and figr’d Cambrics,
fashionable cheapeau and powdered locks, to at rhe late residence of Thomas Sands, Esq. deceased
Genius, on bold adventurous ptumes, arose;
Fine Corded Muslin, Black and white Silk Hose 5
carry
every
thing
before
hinq
w
hen
he
finds
Athwart the sunless void new waimth he poured,
in Lyman, the following articles belonging to the es
Black and white, Engfish and French Silk Gloves g
Pierced the dense clouds, and heaven s blest beams himself neglected, and the affections of the tate of said deceased, viz.
Do. do and colr’d Kid and Beaver, do.
2 cows, 4 sheep all the farming utensils, Sleigh,
restored.
lady placed upon some industrious, worthy
Pink, white, and Buff colr’d Florences ;
So from the East, on purple pinions borne,
Linen Cambrics, Long Lawn and Irish Linens,
mechanic, begins to think all women are fools, Chaise, &c, a number thousand bricks, household
Tlv • ,gh flakes of fog, up springs the herald morn >
furniture and many other articles not particularised.
Ladies
Black, Slate colr’d, Worsted, and Cottotl
and that44 This is a strange world !”
EUNICE SANDS, Administratrix.
Lost iu the emerging glories of the day,
HOSE.
The
parents
Of
the
lady,
who
always
looked
The dull, cold mists of midnigb, melt away.—
Lyman, May 18, 1825
Valentia, Marseilles, and Black Silk Vestings ;
The harmonious choir, how gave to joy the shell 5
upon riches as 46 the one thing needful,3’ and
Russia Diaper, Brown and Bleached Shirtings anld
Now rose their Temples where their altars tell
Sheetings.
who consider men without wealth, as the Ma*
From shore to shore the voice of Freedom spoke,
Black, Élue and mixed Broadcloth’s ;
lometans
do
women,
as
having
no
souls,
will
And buried learning from berslumbers woke j
‘TWE subscribers having been appointed by the
Black, blue and drab colr’d Cassimeres, Plain and
je ready to tear the hair off their daughter’s . A Hon. Jonas Clark, Esq. to receive and examine
Keason unfettered, Truth divine unsealed,
Ribbed ;
lead. Here I am ready to cry out myself th^ claims of creditors to the estate of
And old Imposture to the world revealed s
Black, Striped Denmark Satin, for gentleman’s
Conceived in Beauty, by the graces nursed,
summer wear
w—r4t A strange world this /”
. LEVI D. FOSS,
The germs of fancy into being burst
Nankins, Morocco and Denmark Satin Shoes.
■
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Notice.

T

Auction.
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Commissioners'' Notice.

Toil tilled the glebe.—the * xe the forest botved—
Art winged the shuttle—Skill the ocean ploughed—
Life breathed in marble - warm the canvass glowed—
And gifted hps with inspiration flowed :
Led by Ambition, and by Worth revered,
The Drama then in lettered grace appeared ;
From hidden stores her golden fore he brought,
And morals mended as she manners taught;
Through every page of vaned life she ran,
Her volume Nature, and her study Man ;
Where’er she moved, the Muse the land refined,
And 1 aste adorned, as Science nerved the mjgid
On every side, to birth, new beauty sprung, —
The laurels flourished, and the minstrels sung ;
As Knowledge guided Bards inspired the age,
And pictured Wifoo.n lessened from the Stage §
' Truth, fearless spoke, in scenic garb arrayed,
Abd rescued Virtue owned the Drama’s aid.—

late oFHoIlis deceased, Farmer, represented insolvent,
Children’s Morocco SHOES.
do hereby give notice that six months from the sev
—ALSO—
enth day of June current, are allowed to said credit
AN EXCELLENT ASSORTMENT OF
Ors to bring in and prove their claims, and that they
will attend to that sen ice, at the house of Hannah H.
Foss, widow of the said deceased, in Hollis, on the
first Tuesday of June next, and the first Tuesday in
Among which are Cut and German Steel Handthe five following months, from 2 o’clock to 6 in the Saws, Cast steel Chisels and Gouges, Steel Trying«
Squares Brass door Handles, Fine Back Saws, Single
afternoon of said days.
and double Plane Irons, Knive and Forks.
BEN] DUDLEY,^
JOSEPH SMITH. J Commuswners.
Elegant Lafayette Ravors, Jack knives, Penknives^
Scissors, Pad, Chest and Cupboard LOCKS ;
Hollis, May 14, 1825.
may 21.
Commode Knobs, Shoe Hammers, Pinchers,
Rasps, Awls and Tacks, Butts and Screws,
Shoe and Butcher Knives, Rufie Irons,
Coffee Mills, &c Hoes, Shovels and Spades,
HE latest publications of the American Tract So
Scythes and Sneaths.
ciety.
— ALSO—
The Memoir of CATHARINE BROWN, a Chris
And now, auspicious Dome, aspiring Pile?
tian Indian of the Cherokee Nation, just recived by
Cognac Brandy, 'folland Gin, Hhds. W. I RUM.
The Artist’s pride be thine the People’s smile !
O. BURNHAM.
A young Indian Missionary, at a catechetical
Hhdi- N E. do. Bbls American Gin and Brandy,
The nun e ff Genius, and of Taste the seat—
May
i
8.
lecture, demanded of a tawney princess. ♦* how
Sicily, Dry and Sweet Malaga WINES ;
We hail thy birth, thy dawn of promise greet.—
many commands there were?” “ Nine, Sir’foTobacco, Cigars
Priest of thy rite—Apollo claims thy forme, —
<* What 1 have I not learnt you ten ?”—“ Yes,
1C Bbls, best Muscovado Sugar, White Havana, de?.
To him devoted—hence live thou and thine 1
Hyson, Young Hvson, and Souchong TE AS.
Mr. Minister, and last night you learnt me to
Best bloom Raisins, Figs, Nutmegs, Cloves,
Patronsl who here the unbiassed Censors sit.
break one ”
Pimento, Pepper, Cotton and Wool Cards,
Sole arbitrators in the Court of Wic;
SAFLOKB,
Cigars, Macoboy Snuff, Pollock Fish,
Whose sentence stamps the Buskin and the Play,
AS just received some Boston Factory HATS —
Large colr’d entry Mats, Cheese, Loaf Sugar»
Whose laws a ike the Song and Scene obey j
Gentlemen’s and Youth’s Drab, do. which he
Boston Crown Glass, 7 by 9 and 8 by 10 ;
To your indulgence now we make appeal,
will sell at Bonton prices.
4d, 8d, rod, and sod, NAILS ;
HE inhabitants of the congregational Parish
On you dependent rests our futme weal;
May 14. .
Coffee, Chocolate &c &c.
And here, by your impartial voices tried,
in Kennebunk are hereby notified to bring j
<^.ALSO«w^
We rise or ¡all a? you alone decide.—
in to the Assessors of said Parish or ehher of
Elegant Gilt framed Looking Glasses, ffom gi 75 t©
In you confiding, hence we trust our cause,
them, on or before the 20th day of June nest,1
§Ï2 50 Cts.
To us your smiles extend—our meed is your applause.
true and perfect lists of all their real and personal i
Brass Fife Setts, Feathers from 25 to 50 cts. per lbo
estate of every description (not exempted from}
Best Boston made Chairs, from 4
to 7s 6d,
èwmso i
taxation) which they were possessed of on the;
Mahogany Bureaus, Card and W rk Tables,
tin extensive assortment of
first day of May instant, in order that the Parish ’ HflS just vec£\
Handsome Toilet Tables, and Work Stands, to
THE HÌPOCR1TE;
match.
taxes may be apportioned and assessed according
HEARTH RUGS, &c
A PICTURE TAKEN FROM LIFE»
to Law.

An hungry Irishman, lately in London, mis
taking a barber’s shop for an eating house,
bolted in, and begged to be served. The
barber supposing from the length of his
beard, that he wished to be shaved, knocked
up a bason of soap suds, and placing it before
him with a washball, went backwards to set
lis razor. Pat, without waiting for grace,
supped up the suds, and swallowed the vvash
ball ; and on the barber returning with his ra
zor, the guest cooly observed,44 There is no
occasion for a knife, honey—your soup is
very good, but your turnip was not boiled
enough.” So paying his penny, he bade the
astonished barber good morning.

HARD WARE.

New Tracts.

T

GROCERIES. Sec.

Boston Hats.

WILLIAM

Notice.

H

T

More New Goods.
owsw

Miscellaneous.

Beware of Hypocrites.
He who appears a saint, that he may with
greater safety act as a devil, is, in my opinion,
the worst of sinners. There can be no excuse
for him ; he cannot even say with the gener
ality of offenders, I erred through ignorance,
for 1 know not what 1 did.
I once knew a man who would frequently
disburse considerable sums of money in buil
ding churches, and other public acts of char
ity, where fame might be acquired ; and yet,
if merit iff distress privately sued to him for
relief, he was always só necessitated he had
not wherewithal to help them.
1 knew another who starved his family, de
nied them common necessaries of life, and
preached up mortification for the good of
their souls ; yet would he himself partake of
every thing voluptuous, at other men’s cost.
His never ending harangue was that of
abusing mankind Openly ; lashing their vices,
or follies, in the the most ill-natured, gross,
foul-mouthed, and ungenerous manner ; yet
would he fawn, cringe, flatter, and meanly sue
for favors from those above him.
Here was ostentation, pride, self-esteem,
luxury, avarice, impudence, deceit, and the
highest degree of ill-nature, all cloaked under
the sanctified pretence of true piety.

« A STRANGE WORLD THIS !”
Yes, and a strange sort of beings inhabit
it ! Indeed, I am of opinion that the world is
jaot so much to blame as the inhabitants ; and
was every person strictly to examine his own
èonduct, I am persuaded, instead of laying the
blame on the world, he would say of himself
A strange creature this !” but to attend to
the consequences of our own conduct, is a
task too burthensome ; it is much easier to
Jay all thè censure upon- the world.
The preacher, who by dullness, has driven
àH his people from the church, looks round
(after he has delivered a suporific) at the
empty pews, and sighs out 44 what a dull
congregation \—a A strange world this !”
Authors, who,
. —•“ Painful vigils keep.)
Sleepless thypselves. to give their readers sleep,
why they find their works are neglected,
and themselves sinking into oblivion, quarrel
with their readers for their want of taste :
54 Thisf gay they, “ is strange-world !”

DANIEL SEWALL,!
JO3EPH THOMAS, > Parish
JOHN LOW,
J

I

English, French, Italian, India
and Domestic.

Assessors.

Kennebunk^ May 21, 1825

Notice.
rjlHE COPARTNERSHIP heretofore existing unJL the firm of

May 14.

Hayes’

Walker,

Have just received and offer for Sale,
CASKS NEW THOMASTON

John Adams Jr. & Co.

Crockery and Glass W\are.
Setts of China, Elegant Blue Setts of Printed Te|'
Ware, Blue printed Plates. Decanters, Tum
blers, Wines, Blue printed Chainbres, Edged Dishes»
all sizes.
May 14.

Gold and Silver Lustre,

. ’

lime
is by mutual consent this day dissolved. All persons
—ALSO—
indebted to said firm, are requested to call and settle
A Fresh Supply of New and Fashionable
their accounts immediately with John Adams Jr.
JUST RECEIVED !Y
who is authorized to Settle the same, and all peisons
O. BURNHAM.
having demands against said firm, are requested to
May 14.
present them to John Adams, Jun. for payment.
which they are disposed to sell very low for Cash or
New eld, May 27,1825.
Country'Pi oduce.
JOHN U. P RSONS,
■ May 14.
,
For THOMAS DREW & MOSES SAVERY,
JOHN ADAM-Jr.
JOHN ADAMS, Jr
LARGE assortment of MOROCCO land DEN*
N.B. The business will be continued by Thomas
MARK SATIN SHOES, just received and for
ARRANTED
GUN
POWDER,
in
Canisters
Drew and John Adams, Jr. at the old stand under
Sale by
FRANCIS A. LORD.
of
one
pound
each
(for
shipping
or
sporting)
the firm of JOHN AD ’ MS, Jr. & Co.
May
14.
constantly for sale by the subscriber.
Newfield, May 27, 1825.

Glass and China XV ARE.

GOODS,

Shipping Powder. A

W

Carding and Cloth Dressing.

Powitev id Camsters aad Kegs,

Valuable Medicine.

furnished for shipping at the lowest market prices,
rjTHE Subscriber respectfully informs his friends and delivered on board the vessel free of expense to
NTI DYSPEPTIC PILLS, prepared by HENA and customers, that he continues to card wool the purchaser.
BARNABAS PALMER.
RY J A MES.—An approved remedy for Dys
and dress cloth at the lower Mills on Kennebunk Riv
peptiai
Indigestion, Habitual Cositiveness» and
May 7er, formerly called Merreis Mills, near the road lead
Piles.
ing from Durrel’s bridge to Taylor’s Corner, on the
It is well known that Dyspeptîa is one of the
Saco Road—his machines ^re now in the best order ““WARDEN’S.
most frequent diseases of our country. Its com
for carding
mencement is indicated in different patients by vanOrigtoiaV Japan Laquid blacking. us sy mptoms, of which the most remarkable are
Irregularity of the bowels, obstinate eositiveness»
and likewise for DRESSING CLOTH -he will card The Boot by Warren’s Blacking clean’d does show,
headach, commonly called nervous or sick headachy
Wool for four cents cash, or in other words he will Each feature fairer than the mirror’s glow.
yellowness of the eyes and skin, acidity of the stom
card Wool and dress Cloth for cash or country pro
duce in a superior manner, as cheap as any person in BTOTHING has yet been offered to the public e- ach after eating, often called heart burn, flatulence
O qual to this Blacking for giving an elegant or wind on the stomach, bitter taste in the mouth m;
this vicinity. Those who cannot conveniently call at
his Mills, by leaving their Wool and Cloth at Mr. black lustre to leather, which it also preserves soft and the morning, foetid breath, drowsiness after dinner»,
E. S. Taylor’s store, (formerly Chase Taylor’s) or pliable, and prevents from cracking, it being an oily debility, lassitude, emaciation, depression of spirit^.
.
&c.
....
dwelling house opposite said Store, where the Sub preparation.
For sale at J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore, by the doPiles being connected with indigestion and cosi
scriber now resides, can have it done and returned to
zen
or
single
bottle.
May
7.
tiveness
are
certainly
and
speedily removed by the
said places with quick despatch, he keeps constantly
Pills.
on hand good Spermaceti Oil for oiling wool, ALSO,
Persons afflicted with any of the above symptoms»
a picking Machine of a superior kmd for picking
are assured that the Anti-Dyspeptic Pills are a rem
wool. He tenders his thanks for the liberal patronage
edy well worth their attention, and entitled to their
he has received from his friends and customers, and
respectfully invites them to continue their custom- JUST received from the manufactory of J. & entire confidence.
Boldly JOHN LILLIE,
all orders strictly attended to, and favors gratefully
M. VARNEY, an assortment of warranted
acknowledged. Silk dying will be done in the neat O
KENNEBUNK.
first quality Ladies
est manner at his dye House
August 22, Ï823.
JOHN G. MAYO.
Kennebunk port) May 18,1825-

A

Merino and Common Wool,

Fashiosiable Shoes,

Thomaston New Litue.
for sale by

JOS. G. MOODY.

Denmark Satin, Morocco Stop
pers and Walking Shoes,

which will be sold at the lowest cash price by
JOSEPH ,G. -MOODY.
May 7.

BMMM

blanks.

A good assortment of Justice Blanks
for Sale at this Office.
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